ST PETERSBURG CHRONOTOPE IN THE PROSE
OF RUSSIAN WOMEN WRITERS OF THE LATE THIRTIES
Paola Ferretti

Within the rich tradition of svetskaja povest',' developed in Russia
particularly during the thirties and early forties of the nineteenth century, the contribution• made by female authors appears numerically
and artistically remarkable. A point of departure from virtually a void,
this "feminine" production in prose "gained women entry to the field
of Russian letters as both authors and characters", 2 ensuring them a
Iegitimacy otherwise denied. 3
Since Lenskij's celebrated assertion "5I MoAttblH cue'r Baffi Fletlaml>my"
the genre was generally associated with a form of self-criticism in the
representation of the laws and behaviours characterizing high society,
which varied from reluctant acceptance or partial adherence to ironical
denigration and harsh deprecation. The same degree of variety can be
detected in the corpus of female production in this genre, although
canonical themes of love and marriage were generally treated by woOn the subject, see particularly E. C. Shepard, The Society Tale and the Innovative Argument in Russian Prose Fiction of the 1830,v, "Russian Literature" 1981, X;
K. Stiidtke, Die "svetskaja povest' (Erzithlung aus (ler "grossen Wein, in Zur
Geschichte der Russischen Erziihlung, Berlin 1975.
2 J. M. Gheith, Women id . the 1830s ami the 1850s: alternative periodizations, in
A. M. Barker, L M. Gheith (eds.), A History of Women's Writing in Russia, Cambridge 2002, p. 86.
3 Also in the case of women poetic production, prior to 1830 there was not an
established tradition in Russia, see J. Vowles, The inexperienced muse: Russian women and poetry in the ,first hall of the nineteenth century, in A. M. Barker, J. M.
Gheith (eds.), A History of Women's Writing in Russia,cit.
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men from a more accentuated criticai perspective, and with a particular
emphasis on discontent with the custom of arranged marriages.
Urban setting was not merely one of the many narrative ingrediente used for a genre which was conceived since the beginning as
"a novella of upper class life in the metropolis". 4 If it appeared as the
ineluctable setting for the tales on the beau monde, specific localization in St Petersburg, with its unique reulia and atmosphere, was perceived as the most congenial topographic choice.
Significantly, one of the first examples of society tale, the story
narrated in Ve'éer na bivuuke (appeared in 1823) by Bestu2ev-Marlinskij, begins as follows: "Foga 3a gna go xamnatinn Kna)Kna Cocfo'IH S.
npimexa.na x celie nce cepgna n noptieTbi IleTep6ypra: HeBCxr3H 6ynbnap
xvmen 133gbozaTenzmn, Korga ona nporynnnagacb". 5 And it is presumably
not fortuitous that one of the founding texts of St Petersburg myth,
Puskin's Pikovaja dama, was considered at the same time an originai
specimen of svetskaja povest'.
In fact, the constitution of a Peterburgskij tekst, incipient at the
beginning of the thirties in Russia, proceeded parallely with the exploitation of the patterns and devices offered by the genre of svetskaja povest'. The two paths crossed particularly interestingly in one
text dated 1836, although published only posthumously, Lermontov's Knjaginja Ligovskaja, in which attacks on `sver are associated
with severe criticism of the impact of the Northern capitai on the life
of individuals.6
The choice of employing St Petersburg as urban landscape seems
to bear peculiar implications in the case of women authors. A first attempt in observing how differently svetskaja povest' combines with
certain topics in male and female authors has already been made, in
recent years. In his essay entitled Another time, another piace: Gender
C. Kelly, A History of Russian Women's Writing, 1820-1992, Oxford 1994, p. 57.
5 A. Bestt2ev-Marlinskij, Veéer na bivuake, in Russkaja romantiéeskaja povest'
(pervaja tret' XIX veka), Moskva 1983, p. 102.
6 In this work `sver is totally identified with St Petersburg society. On this subject see M. Belkina, Svetskaja povest' 30-ch godov i Knjaginja Ligovskaja Lermontova, in Zizn' i tvoréestvo M. fu. Lertnontova, Sbornik 1, Moskva 1941. For a
discussion of Lermontov's attitude towards St Petersburg on the background of his personai experience and of late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century literature,
see particularly I. Serman, Moskvié v Peterburge, in Michail Lermontov. 2izn' v literature. 1836-1841, Jerusalem 1997.
4
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and the Chronotope in the Society Tale, Joe Andrew, while arguing
that a number of society tales "are organized around a series of 'setpieces', virtual tableaux vivants which are usually chronotopic in essence", 7 tried "to establish how chronotopes are used differentially
by male and female writers, and to ask whether male and female characters inhabit different chronotopes, or the same chronotopes differently". In his study of a sample of eighteen tales, he observed that
"In the works written by men, the use of St Petersburg, or, occasionally, Moscow, may be said to be largely semantically neutral (...),
the city is not presented as a piace of danger for women per se, as it
is in equivalent tales by women writers", and carne to the conclusion
that "a recurrent theme in society tales written by women is the collision between a pure, warm, idealistic heroine and the cold corruption
of the St Petersburg svet". 8
Moving further in that direction, we will try to investigate more in
detail the impact of the theme of St Petersburg in female narratives of
the late thirties. Our analysis will be mainly focused on two texts,
which appeared in the same year, 1837: Elena Gan's Ideai and Marija
Zukova's Baron Rejchrnan.
Published originally in 1837 in Osip Senkovskij's "Biblioteka dlja
'etenija", 9 /dea/ recounts the story of the young 01'ga: married to an
artillery officer older than her and indifferent to her rich spiritual
world, the woman lives in adoration of the work of a St Petersburg's
poet, Anatolij Borisovi'é T. She encounters him at her arrivai in the
capital, where she moves from a provincial town following her husband, and falls in love with the brilliant young man. While visiting
his study, she happens to read one of his letters addressed to a male
7 Specifically, the author briefly analyses The City, The Spa town, The Provincia!
Town, Nature and Isolation, Card-playing, Duelling, The Church, Theatre / Opera, The
Morning Visit, The Library, The Private Room/Study, The Ballroom and Salon (J. Andrew, Another Time, another Place: Gender and Chronotope in the Society Tale in N.
Cornwell (ed.), The Society Tale in Russian Literature .ifroin Odoevskii to Tolstoi, Amsterdam-Atlanta 1998.
8 /Mem,

pp. 129-130.

9 The tale attracted Belinskij's critica! attention: it was considered exemplifying
of both her talent and her defects, absence of irony among them (Polnoe sohranie
soNnenij, vol. VII, Moskva 1955, p. 670). See the English translation in J. Andrew
(ed.), Russian Women's Shorter Fiction: An Anthology, 1835-60. Oxford 1996. An
Italian translation, edited by G. Spende!, appeared in 1995 under the title L'uomo ideale, Milano 1995.
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friend, to discover that he was going to treat her just as one of the
many victims of his seduction, and experiences a shocking disillusion. She recovers from physical and spiritual illness only when she
leaves St Petersburg. Based supposedly on Gan's personal experience,'" Ideai was differently evaluated: as a highly sentimental tale," as
a "poeti'eeskaja avtobiografija romantiUskoj 2envs'einy-pisatel , nicy",I 2
or,flwingBeskj'udmt,aonefhsciudeclarations of emancipation of women in Russia.
Inserted in the cycle of short stories published in 1837 under the
title Veéera na Karpovke,' 3 Marija Zukova's Baron Reichman 14 offers
the picture of another married woman, Natal'ja, mother of a little boy
of four and infatuated with her husband's lieutenant Levin. She is
obliged to bring to an end her sentimental relation under the combined
pressure of Baron's crude threats of retaliation against their son, the
power of spiteful society rumours, and the weakness of the same
Levin, her presumed lover. Zukova's story was frequently seen as
IO lt was noted that "it is difficult not to recognize Gan and Senkovskij in the leading protagonists of 'Idear" (M. Ledkovsky, C. Rosenthal, M. Zirin, eds., Dictionary
of Russian Women Writers. Westport, Connecticut/London, 1994, p. 194). Significantly, anyhow, Senkovskij felt obliged to intervene in the first published version, as
noted by Belinskij: "Kor)ta 3Ta IlOBCCTI9 6bina eaneeaTatia e ORHOM >Kypeane, cuelia
eo3epauteutte Roma no3Ta 6bina ticrioneeea CaMbIX FP513HblX, LINHWICCKLIX rioepo6tiocTeil, a 003T 6t,In npeecTarinee yra 66ina àpymeckail ycnyra nocy)Kero *ypeanucTa, oxoTekna nonpaensim 4y I<ue COrINFICHNSI" (V. Belinskij, Polnoe sobranie soNnenij, VII, cit., pp. 671-72).
I I J. Mersereau Jr., Russian Romantic Fiction, Ann Arbor 1983, p. 289. See allo
C. Kelly, A History of Russian Women's Writing, 1820-1992, cit., pp. 109-119.
12 V. Sacharov, Forma vremeni, in Russkaja romantii:eskaja povest', Moskva
1992, p. 16.
13 SPb. 1838. The book was reviewed favourably by Belinskij, who wrote: "Mano
KHHr, KoTophie Mbl ripogne HblHeWHbIti FOR no 06513aHHOCTIA, ROCTaB141114 earq CTOJIbK0
yeoeonbcTinte, Kat< yria Bemepa" (V. Belinskij, Polnoe sobranie soNnenij, cit., II, p.
566).
14 Translated in J. Andrew (ed.), Russian Women's Shorter Fiction: An Anthology, 1835-60. See Kelly's detailed presentation of Baron Rejchman and of 2ukova's
work in generai in the chapter devoted to her in A History of Russia'? Women's Writing, 1820-1992, cit., pp. 79-91. The tale is here persuasively interpreted as the
triumph of the notion of male "honour". Among the other things, Kelly writes in her
essay: "Romantic love, we are led to see, is a fiction which men are prepared to
entertain as long as it does not threaten `honour', the hierarchical network of relations
cementing male society" (p. 85).
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providing in its main character a prototype of Anna Karenina, and
unavoidably criticized for being much inferior to Tolstoj's heroine. 15
Attitude towards high society appears highly differentiated in the
two texts. If Gan's polemical remarks are powerfully related to the
issue of the role of women in Russian society, as distinctly remarked
by Belinskij,' 6 2ukova's critique is on the other hand restrained, originating from an internai point of view, and conforming therefore
more conventionally to the expected frames of reference of svetskaja
povest'. Although different in the narrative treatment of their fictional
heroines' sentimental endeavours, and in the authorial responses to
their personal strategies, the two stories share a few features in the
use of urban frame, in its representation and in its intersections with
the intimate life of female protagonists.
The fate of the two fictional women offers another variation on
the subject of maritai discontent so typical of society tale in Russia.
As elsewhere in Western Europe, high society's sexual code of rules
tacitly contemplated the possibility of relations outside marriage; far
from being considered unsuitable as a literary theme, the motif of
adultery was therefore not uncommon in early nineteenth century
Russian literature set in the beau monde, 17 adequately complementing
the topical treatment of the marriage plot."
15 "The dilemma of a mother caught between love for her child and passion for her
lover and the lover's ultimate reluctance to sacrifice all for love foreshadow elements
of Tolstoi's Anna Karenina" (Dictionary of Russian Women Writers, cit., p. 749). See
on this particularly R. lezuitova's comments, as quoted by C. Kelly, A History of
Russian Women's Writing, 1820-1992, cit., p. 84-85.

According to him, Elena Gan Bave expression to "rny6oxylo cicop6b o6 o6ineCTBEHHOM yHII>KeF11411 >Ke1-1111,11Hbl" (Polnoe sobranie so'éinenij, cit., VII, p. 675).
17 In her taxonomy of sexual transgression in the heroines of Russian classic literature, O. Matich notes that "while there are literary taboos regarding unmarried
noble girls, adultery is not proscribed among social equals within the gentry class",
and quotes the case of Pukkin's Tat'jana. Evgenij Onegin "does try to seduce her later,
when she is a married woman and a member of Petersburg society" (A Typology qf
Fallen Women in Nineteenth Century Russian Literature, in P. Debreczeny ed., Atnerican Contrihutions to the Ninth International Congress of Slavists. Vol. Il, Kiev
1983, p. 329). For an historical reconstruction of Russian conjugal customs, see N. L.
Pukkareva, Castnaja Nzn' russkoj nevesta, zena ljubovnica (X-natalo XIX
v.), Moskva 1997.
,

18 See the binary typology identified in E. C. Shepard, The Society Tale and the
Innovative Argument in Russian Prose Fiction of the 1830s, cit., pp. 132-133.
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Both attracted by extramarital relations, the two heroines of these
texts end up succumbing to society and coniugai forces, and experiment a disenchantment in their beloved ones. Their vivid inner life,
particularly tense in the spiritual Ol'ga, less evident in the frivolous
Natal'ja, contrasta rather canonically, with respect to the rules of
svetskaja povest', with the emptiness of mundane exposure and its
arid preoccupations for decency, "public" virtue and respectability.
The two female protagonista are both featured as "dreamers",' 9 in
search of something else, more idealistic and less profane than what
destiny had reserved to them. The content of their dreams varies distinctly, but it is mainly focused on true love as opposed to absence of
emotions typical of the beau monde: love is placed above convenience
and security of marriage by Ol'ga and initially even above maternal
feelings by Natal'ja.
Both fictional women are nevertheless heavily subject to the power of `sver, as its opinion influences their behaviour. In the case of
Gan's Ol'ga, it is mostly her moral integrity that brings her to reject
love: Ideai is a story of self-imposed rejection and repentance, in
which the heroine's thirst for elevated spiritual values is only initially
satisfied, and the false ideai is later refused. The second povest' is a
story of imposed sacrifice and regret in the name of `svet', in which
Natal'ja's expectations about a more idealized life are repressed and
regretted. 2"
`Sver is coherently shown in these narratives as disseminating its
code through its most powerful instrument: spletnja. Amplified by
high society's gossiping, adultery is in both cases assumed to have
been committed even before its actual occurrence. As it was noted,
"Society talk is poisonous: aristocratic women, in works like Gan's
Ideai, Rostopchina's Chiny i den'gi, and later Tur's A Mistake and
Nadezhda Khvoshchinskaja's Anna Mikhailovna destroy others by
means of gossip as effectively as men kill one another in duels or on
the field of battle". 21
19 See in Baron Refehman: "Ho KaK y31-laeT o6 3TOM mewraTenbumua?" (Russkaja
romantiI.eskaja povest', cit., p. 382); in Idea!: "6bicTpo neTeno upemst gnsi mononoil

mewraTenbuuttbi" (Ivi, p. 240), "uce Becenusi 6enuo6 Me4TaTe5161-1411161" (p. 241). For
both texts, all subsequent references will be made by page number to this edition.
20 The notion of "sacrifice" appears in both texts, tiertva asked to Natal'ja by

Baron Rejehman, offered by OI'ga in Ideal.
21 J. M. Gheith, Women of the 1830s and the 1850s: alternative periodizations,

Levin is denied in

cit., p. 87. The fateful power of malignant society rumours was particularly effectively
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The notion of "mnenie sveta" recurs emblematically throughout
the narration in Baron Rejchman. It is initially perceived by the
heroine rather neutrally, as a part of her knowledge of life. 22 The
story is framed by scenes of conjugal dialogue: carried on in a light
and reciprocally allusive tone at the beginning, the conversation ends
with the husband's implacable one-way irony once society talk has
proved its power, after Natal'ja has challenged the rules of `sver . 23
Themostriblpcvenaywitghrusbnd
"cgena-rh 6aenew ropoRa ilMS1 ero" (p. 390). The four-year old son Koko
is then presented as a hostage in the hands of Baron Rejchman, willing to reassess social inescapability for his adulterous wife. The niche of labile freedom Natal'ja had initially secured to herself by negotiating with her husband 24 is drastically eliminated 25 after her
"Petrarchan" 26 relationship has become of public domain, has raised a
scandal and even evoked the possibility of a duel.
In the case of Ideai, the criticai distance between the heroine and
high society talk is definitively more pronounced: "}Kenia. uily O T
KOI1b16eIlli CKOBLIBaIOT gerumn HpHJtWIH6, onyrbisaioT y)Kaenhim , 11710 cica3,cent e-6cm" (p. 231). 27 Immersion in St Petersburg's narrow svet conflicts with the wider horizon she had gained through her extensive
readings in her mother's library in her early years. The pure and learned O1'ga tends therefore to react differently from the koketka Natal'ja to "rourkmme iyucTila" (p. 231) and to high society's merciless
illustrated in one of the most popular tales of those years, Odoevskij's KnMna
appeared in 1834 in "Biblioteka dlja étenija", vol. VII. In this narrative "spletnja" is
explicitely shown as responsible for bringing to death its victims.
22 See for instance: "KaK ronoplinn B CBCTC" (p. 364).
23 "Ho CBCT cy;twr mia ,ie" (p. 376), "Ra aro BeCT ropoj r000pwr!" (p. 376), "Ho
ropofty pa3necnkich cnyxo" (p. 377), "CKa*n, y>Kenn cnyxn..." (p. 384).
24 He declares at the beginning: "pel3HOCT6 my)Ka CTeCF151CT cno6ojty )celibi, a si ne
xo'ren 6b1 OTHI1MaTE3 TBOell" (p. 367). The illusory character of the couple's serene
conversation is emphasized by reiterated allusions to theatricality of their gestures
and assertions, while Natal'ja repeatedly Iooks at herself in the mirror.
25 He finally ironically states: "TLI cno6oRna
KOKO"

13

nbi6ope. Ho

si B0:31,1■1y e CO60K)

(p. 392).

26 In similar narrative circumstances, this definition is echoed in Ideo! by the term
"platoniéeskaja ljubov"' (p. 248).
27 Society's talk is coherently contrasted in this pove.vt' by a second typology of
dialogue: honest conversation between 01'ga and her trae friend Vera, while Anatolij's
malicious talk is misunderstood by OI'ga as an honest one.
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and unjust judgments. Having already experienced the power of
"Henenbie o6amiennz" (p. 227) when she had occasionally overheard,
unseen, a typical svetskij conversation, taking for granted her adultery," Ol'ga is capable of effectively differentiating her behaviour
from that of a -cBeTcKast N(einumia -.29
Although presented in different narratives and by female authors
of diverse origins and talent, assertions quoted above already seem to
suggest a common perception of the intersections between urban
landscape and the influence of svet on women's life. The impression
is that the power of high society is accentuated by the power of the
city in fatally dilating the net of mundane gossiping."
The Northern capital acts in fact equally crucially in another direction: it concurs in creating false impressiona on individuals and
events. For both women it alters the connotations of reality by
showing the male objects of their love in a much better light than they
really are. In the case of Gan's Ideai, St Petersburg shadow accentuates the positive, idealistic connotations of Ol'ga's Romantic poet. This
is reflected both in the structure of the tale and in a few explicit assertions. While narration of the heroine's previous life has a provincia]
setting, the centrai event, her encounter with Anatolij, is set in St
Petersburg and preceded by emphatic authorial declarations in which
mention of the city occurs twice: "Ho BOT Ombra 13 fleTep6ypre. B fleTep6ypre, rosopirre nbi? 3ACCb, oFia B TeaTpe" (p. 233). The woman, on the other hand, will only be able to recover from her infatuation when she leaves St Petersburg. 31 Notably, a theatre in St Petersburg is shown as the most appropriate set for the appearance of
the celebrated poet. Centrality of St Petersburg setting seems carefully
prepared, in the previous part of narration, by repeated allusione to
the capital as the source of all temptations, including fashionable
French novels (p. 226) and a young gentleman arriving at the pro28

"Hecb ropo;k o6

3TOM

roHopirr" (p. 227).

29 The author remarks: "Cuerckaa acetiatmita (...) CTO pa3 o6;kymana 6b1 (...), Ho
koTopasi fine'r no CTC3C kmea.nbHoii Ho6pogerrenH, nplb.rwimi cne'ra
;via Wel RUM 1bl
6b1nn HYRITO" (p. 246).
-

-

" The power of city gossip in actively presenting as real something which is
false is explicitly mentioned in the poet's cynical letter in Ideai: "Moti ycnya(nuuble
rkpy3bA, no npocb6e pacnyerunn cnyx o tooeti cmepmemmoù 6one3Hu" (p. 248).
31 As it was noted by N. Cornwell, Another Time, another Place: Gender and Chronotope in the Society Tale, cit., p. 129.
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vince ballroom directly from the Northern capital (pp. 218-220). 32
InsertiofSPbugpaseinthclmposfbth
narrations seems aimed at intensifying the illusory and deceitful character of public life in high society. Although Baron Rejchman' s
structure is articulated differently, 33 its centrai part being occupied by
a "non St Petersburg" section, a simular device can be observed in this
povest': thanks to accumulation of allusions to the capital, an atmosphere of fateful expectation with respect to the following chapters,
set in St Petersburg, is created. 34 It is there that action moves back
again, after the interlude, and it is in the three subsequent chapters,
Svidanie,Rimost and gq"..e bui, that the story of Natal'ja's disillusionment in Levin is developed.
Multiple reiteration of the world obman occurs significantly in
these sections of Zukova's tale. 35 The individuals are seen as permeated by the same illusory character of the city and of high society.
Stylistically, the impression of St Petersburg as a site of obman is
created in Svidanie by the opening passage, in which reference to the
illusory character of the summer of St Petersburg is metonymically
extended to the city itself. From the Polar climate of the Northern
capital descends its extremely short summer, one such that could
hardly been considered real: "143Becmo,
B HeTep6ypre cewr16pb
nacTo BomarpaxmaeT 3a HeTO, KOTOpLIM Ha ceBepe mior)ka no.abyloTcsi B
ogriom Boo6pa3Kelmit" (p. 385).
Also in Gan's story 01'ga first privately meets her ideai in a similar tempora( frame:
3'1'0 Cay4Ha0Cb B cetrrsi6pe, uecenom H SICHOM B 1-0>KHIAX xpastx, rjte Be'repox

tirpaer eine B 3e.netibix aliCTI,Y1X Repeu H HC60 CHOBa npuimmaer CBCTablr1 BCCeHHHil 'Arse'', HO Tymamtom H J10)KaaHBOM B Fle'rep6ypre.

32 While O1'ga's emotional disconcert at the contact with "ne'repOyprcktdi

aitounc" (p. 220) is taken l'or granted ("Bre kprimaritt no cexperry o nu nu vrno ne noxo.west CMATCHHH [10.11KOBHHHbl Foium_t6epr B TO [Tesisi, KaK ne'rep6yprckmil Talitteuan C
Helo", p. 219), auto-referential "ne'rep6yprckuti Kaua.riep" (p. 219) seems exclusively

absorbed by admiration of his own image reflected in a mirror (ivi).
33 A certain Pu'Skinian orientation of Baron Rejchman was incidentally noted:
particularly "its laconic ending owes something to the conclusion of Ptikkin's Queen

of Spades" (Dictionury of Russian Women Writers, cit., p. 749).
34 See particularly: "14 3.ro nowru HakaliyHtte orbe3ita moero B Tle'rep6ypr!" (p.

384), "r-H

H3MCHSIeT uatuttm xpacaumgam: OH e)te'r B fle'rep6ypr" (p. 385).

35 Only in Svidanie the word obtnan and its derivates appetir 4 times.
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ORHaK0 * KaK 6b1 HariepeKop o6b1Hasuo RHyx KIINIMaTOB B

ToT

l'OR Ha 6eperax

FieBb1 B cerrrA6pe MC/IbKHy.a0 Terme Carillge (pp. 235-236).

For both women St Petersburg setting in the two texts appears
therefore crucial in establishing the reverse of their expectations: the
celebrated poet reveals himself as extremely far from the sublime ideal
nourished by Ol'ga for years, and the complicated strategies displayed by Levin in pretending to do or to be something else end up with
disenchantment and abandon for Natal'ja. 36
Significantly, it is entering the city frontiera that means accepting
being subject, willing or not, to its power in confusing the boundaries between reality and appearance, it means becoming part of the
game of obman. Whereas Natal'ja is well integrated in St Petersburg
society, and her fatal access to the capitai is only a return from her
summer dacha, Ol'ga is immediately detected as a provincialka, she is
trapped on her arrivai.
The notion of a particular effect related to the very entrance in St
Petersburg was brought to a remarkable degree of narrative awareness
in a contemporary text, Knjaginja Ligovskaja: "FosopaT, 11T0, whexasum
pa3 B neTep6yprcKro 3acTasy, JIKMI4 MeHRIOTC51 coBeptuelmo". 37 lts author
gave on several occasions his highly personal contribution to the
myth of St Petersburg, variously expressed in his ouvre, from Primite
divnoe poslan'e to Maskarad, Strass and Skazka dlja detej, not to
mention Panorama Moskvy. Lermontov's statements in Knjaginja
Ligovskaja on St Petersburg and its being a sort of quintessential
expression of high society as opposed to the "ancient capitai" were
echoed in another narrative text produced in those years and publi-

36 Allusion to the fatally "petrifying" impact of St Petersburg deceptions on the
lives of these women is made in both narratives: "OHa ocTaHowl.nacE, Ha OJIHOM mecTe,

KaK oKameHenaH" (Baron Rejchman, p. 391);

"no

vacato, KaK

3aBeReHliblti awromaT,

oHa erraHana, no>Kunacb, xomina rynsub" (Idea!, p. 249). A generally paralysing effect

of the Northern capita' on inner !ife is also prospected by Lermontov in Knjaginja
Ligovskaja: "KaKoe-'ro neganbuoe panHonywile, noRo6Hoe Tomy, c KaKHM Hau(e
ceHepHoe conwie omoparivumeTcH o'r He6naronapHil aneumeii aemnH, aaxpanbmae'rca B
nywy" (chapter IV). In Knjdttia Mimi more moderate narrative consequences of St
Petersburg setting are on the other hand emphasized by the very first epigraph:
"113BHFINTe, cKaaan AmBorniceu,, ecnii mom KpacKH 6nenHbr B HaweM ropotte HeBb351
ROCTaTb ara.ullx".
37 The assertion is part of the discussion on St Petersburg and Moscow developed
in chapter VI of Knjaginja Ligovskaja.
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shed as well in 1837: Ciny i den'gi by Evdokija Rostop'Cina. 38 In this
text, particularly relevant in a discussion on svetskaja povest' and the
treatment of urban frame, depiction of the different effects of St Petersburg and Moscow on the fictional characters is also brought to
narrative surface. 39
Effective representation of St Petersburg is marked in Gan's and
Zukova's texts by another intriguing feature. The statement regarding
the fact that "the society tale narrative unfolds indoors" 40 acquires in
the case of women prose a particular relevance.

E. 11. PocTonnima. AKBapenh 11. (1). CoKonoBa (1842-1843)
On her work sec particularly V. Belinskij, Stichotvorenija grujini E. Rostopin Polnoe sobranie so'éinenij, Vol. V, Moskva 1954, pp. 456-461; VI. Chodasevié, Grufinja E. P. Rostopii•ina, in Stati o russkoj poezii, Petrograd 1922; M. Fajn:Stejn, Pisatel'nicy pu.Uinskoj pory. Istoriko-literaturnye oi":erki, L. 1989, pp. 83104. An English translation of C iny i den'gi appeared in H. Goscilo (ed.), Ru.ssian and
Polish Women's Fiction, Knoxville 1985.
38

tinej,

39 See particularly the first letter cent by Vadim Svirskij to her sister. Here the eulogy of Moscow echoes Lermontov's one in Panorama illoskvy in very similar tones.

40 E. C. Shepard, The Society Tale and the Innovative Argument in Russian Prose
cit., p. 134.
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Women's social marginality, confinement to the domestic sphere,
involves a peculiar narrative appropriation of St Petersburg chronotope: rather than represented by visions of water and granite or architectural realia, its essence is basically evoked through interiors,
and captured by the urban portions visible from a window.
St Petersburg spatial organization as emblematically focused on
interiors was recently analysed within a rather unique example of society tale, the already mentioned Pikovaja dama, where it was seen as
complementary to that of Mednyj vsadnik, all externally oriented:
°m-ai-1143wpm nporrpaHrrna 13 ThtKouoù
norrpoeHa Ha onn03HRHH urtympennuOurietanuù 'I'aKHM o6pnom, 1313 OCHOBH011 riporrpaHrreeHHon enro-Htnen, OCHOBHIAM CeM410TH4eCKHM noKycom SIBIlfleTCSI ()OM H ero toonephep, npejkCTa1311eHHble He TOIlbK0 KaK peanHH, HO KaK neKcembi mputonorwiecHoro eJ10Bapsi (o'rKy)(a OHM H nepexoftwr B I1T). Buetunee nporrpaHrrHo orpaltHrieHo
cpparmerrrom, BHAFIbIM 143 OKHa i)0.41a.41

In the case of women prose the narrative treatment of the dynamic
internal/external seems tacitly following a pattern of conscious or unconscious rules, which tend to reappear in the most different cases.
The women portrayed in these povesti are certainly allowed a quite
limited spatial freedom. 42 Their movements are controlled, forced from
one interior to another. They spend most of their narrative time retreating to their rooms, stepping into salons, intruding themselves in
men's cabinets. This is particularly evident in the case of Baron
Rejchman: the entire povest' is structured as a series of chapters set in
more or less private interiors, 43 where all "action" is located. This
41 T. Civ'ian, IIH'repbep nerep6yprcKoro nporrpaHrrna B /7//h7060i-i ()cime 17yt1KIlliU, "Slavica tergestina", 8, 2000, p. 194. The idea of the peculiarities of "St Petersburg window" is interestingly developed: "Martin oKu-oKua (...) yrinnepcaneit, T. e.
He npitimaH HMeHHO K fle'rep6ypry. ORHaK0 lierep6ypr, TO ,IHee UT, KaK 6b1 n6Hparr
13 ceni opnegeneHHbin Kpyr cemaFrrumectoix egumtn, rITO6b1 FIOTOM cnenaTb HX cuoumn,
npenpaTtim B co6r1'netmble owbchepempanbtibie ripH3HaKH. I1HbIMH cnonamm, onacHo
He TonbKo ok-Ho KaK TaKonoe, HO nerriep6yp2cKoe oKno" (p. 196).
42 This tract was highlighted as typical of svetskaja povest': "Close confinement
of setting is complemented in the society tale by restricted physical movement" (E. C.
Shepard, The Society Tale and the Innovative Argument in Russian Prose Fiction o"
the 1830s, cit., p. 135).
43 Although indebted to common literary climate and conventions of the time,
with respect to narrative organization, Zukova's choice of titles and her frequent use of
French epigraphs in Baron Rejchinan seems closely reminiscent of Knja'tna
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aspect may also be related to the lack of a distinct urban toponomastica in these tales, St Petersburg unequivocal location notwithstanding. It appears to be as quite peculiar to women's prose, especially
if we confront it with detailed descriptions of St Petersburg itineraries
produced in the case of male protagonists of Knjaginja Ligovskaja,
or, in analogue genre conditions, by other male authors. A certain
awareness of this orientation seems to be proved by the circumstantiated account of the male hero's urban wanderings in Ciny i den'gi.
Through the limited perspective visible from the window of their
study.or boudoir, life flows under the eyes of the heroines of these
tales as a distant spectacle:
HaTanbm BacHnbenHa noRoubna
11HCb

rna3a ee nnepa; Tenepb

concem 3aKpblBa}O'l'

HX.

K OKHy. 14He41

HcKpmcg TpOTyapOB,

OHH TOMHbl, 14 RI11411Hble

OHa nemanbHo cmoTpena Ha

>K14By10

npeRcTaminach rnopam ee. Ka3anocb, mopo3, Hanaram
*143Hb,

rip06pKRan

1111, KaK 6b1

KaK HCKpb1-

TemHble peCHHIAbl nonni
OKOBbI

KapTHHy, KoTopan
Ha pacToTenbHylo

HOBbIe CHIIb1 B >KHBOTHOM MHpe. lieLLICX0)11.1He 1111114,

mopo3 npncTannsin

HM Kpb1J1b51

a

JICTe-

(p. 372).

Sometimes the picture offered by the window frames the hero of
their own sentimental life:
OHa *enana

6b1 TOlIbK0 3Ha'I'b, ‘ITO

oHa moOnma,

BHJICTb ero 113JIa1111, 113 OKHa.

- Ax!..
HaTanbn BacHnbenua

B

camom Rene nogowna

(Baron Rejchman, p. 372).

E. A.

MapTbIHOB. Ba.TI

K

oKHy

HB

camom Rene ynkukena
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B 0)4im negep oHa an iena onHa B cnoeii KomHaTe; (...) CHSIbHbli1 rierep nopolo
3aBblBan B Tpy6e (...), cHer cTrian B OKHO, 3K1111a)KH paTbea>Kann no ynnue (...).

3'1'0 *113Hb BHe Roma ente 6onee yainnuana B He i ,lyBCTBO onnHomecTua. (...) Y
RBepeil pamancsi 3ByK KOSIOK0116914Ka. (...) AHaTaT1Hri BOWen B KomHarry (ideai,
p. 241). .

Significantly, even when a wider look at the city is allowed, it
turns into a description of details of interiors. It is the case with
Zukova's chapter entitled Svidanie, in which, during one of Natal'ja's
mundane gatherings "v'kabinete ee", she encounters Levin after a separation, exchanges with him a conversation with a double-meaning
and is handed an ambiguous note." The scene is introduced by a
specifically urban fragment, in which the above mentioned assertion
("143necmo, wro B fleTep6ypre CeHTSI6pb nacTo no3Harpa>KRaeT 3a
ReTO, KOTOpbIM Ha ceHepe nHorAa 110111,3y1OTC51 B ORHOM noo6pa)I<eHHH" ) continues as follows:
Hecmonsi Ha 3To, oarraTenn OCTp0BOB OCTaBI15111H y>Ke Becenbie Ragli CBOH, H
no HeBe, et>OHTaHKe, MOUC '1'54HynHCb 6apKH, Harpy>KeHHbie me6e.riK) BCHKOF0
polta H npencTarinsuiwne cmecb ripenmeTou, Ka>KeTcm, )1HBHBLIHIXCH BaammHomy
nosio>KeHmo crioemy

(p.

385).45

Not surprisingly, transported in the open air the domestic objects
now furnishing the Neva seem to acquire themselves a certain vital
character. The pitture of the barges on the Neva "carrying the luggage of the beau monde back from the country villan, with a jumble of
fashionable objects heaped together on board" 46 is shown as an ordinary St Petersburg scene, a sort of annual ritual and pacific inundation:
TaM uneTounbie ropwKo CTOSIIIH Ha cronax, BarpomomeHHbie Ha )111BaH61; TaM
Kpecna npsiTanvicb non wiipmamil, Ha KoTopmx newann 'rIOcMtKH H nonyinKm;

TaM JiaBposoe nepeuo BO3BbILLIan0Cb me*Ry Kap'rOHaMH C WnSIFIKaM11, H
nonapeHHble KacTpionn KpacHoIi mejim CBeTkInliCb BO3ne mpamopHog r0.110BKH
BeHepbi. TaM Ha aTnacHom Ta6ypeTKe cngena monopHaz KyKapKa, paaronapnuasi
c naKeem B cuHem ciepTyKe (pp. 385-386).
44 Curiously, in both texts the two young men leave behind themselves written

traces of their insipiente: Levin's "zapiska" and Anatolij's "pis'mo" are read with
more or less indignane surprise by the two heroines.
45 Significantly, this passage also contains mention of a few topographic

(Neva, Fontanka, Mojka) otherwise scarcely present in the tale. In the case of

realiu
Ideai,

we are only told, about Orga's brief itinerary outside: "BoT oHa onlia B ORHOH H3
caMblx MHOrOnFORIMIX ynnt Flerep6ypra" (p. 247).
46 C. Kelly,

A History of Russian Women's Writing, 1820-1992, cit., p. 88.
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Here women's ability in describing interiora, which was also a
typical feature of svetskaja povest', is applied to an urban landscape
in which confused assemblage of objects alludes to chaos, displaying
inversion of order, location, ethics and even social status.
In another vision of St Petersburg "under feminine eyes", presented in Baron Rejchtnan, the result is that what is external, natural,
extra-domestic and non-human is compared with what is internai, human, familiar and domestic:
y'I'pO. COAHLkC pocKowHo pacchinano arima3b1 H
neneHam, B KoTopbte npripoRa 3aKyrbwaer HaW CCBCpFiblIl
}Tal") Ha AJIHHHIAC LLICCTb mecsigeB. KaK COHJEABaA Kpacamina, HCXOTA OTKpb1BaA
CBOH npeKpacrume r.na3a, npnnowinmaercz Ha nogyuncax H, 6pocz MFHOBCHHbIll
B3FIIAH Ha onymeHHbie nrrophi n KOMHaTy, norpy>KeHHylo B npnwrntat
nanycympaK, CHOBa 3acynaeT cnanxnm CHOM, TaK COJIHMILIKO 13 3T0 Bpemsi ro;ia
MFHOBCHHO ABIIACTCA Ha FOpH30HTC, 061,CMACT OFHCHHbIM B30p0N1 cTo.nnny 130
BCCN1 ripocTpaHurBe CC H CHOBa cKpbmaurcsi Ha go.nrigt HOK011, OCraansui n0 ce6e,
KaK 6b1 B yreweHHe OCJIHOMy >KLITC1110 ceBepa, no.nrie6a, 3a>KCHHOF0
3T0 6b1J10 ACHOC 7341MHOe
30.110TO

no

CHC>KHbIM

pa3HO11BeTHb1M11 OFHAMII 3ap1i

(p. 371).

The form of svetskaja povest' was centrai not only with reference
to access of women to the Russian literary scene. Though a "doomed
genre", 47 it contributed significantly to the generai evolution of
Russian prose. From the various attitudes towards Russian society of
the time descended different approaches to society tale and its conventions," as well as different degrees of complexity, also in femaleauthored texts. 49
47 R. Peace, Svetskaia povest' and the `world' of Russian literature. In: N.
Cornwell (ed.), The Societv Tule in Russian Literature from Odoevskii to Tolstoi, cit.,
p. 123. This essay contains a brief but challenging discussion of further developments
of svetskaja poveri' in major classic authors, particularly Goni2arov, Turgenev and
Tolstoj, seen as virtually "expanding the horizons of the genre"(ivi).
48 A stronfi awareness of the narrative clichés related to this fashionable genre
and its expected topics is for instance signalled by 2ukova in the opening passage of
her chapter entitled Bui (and consisting rather in après-bal reminiscences): "Her, A He

crraHy

OFIHCb113aTb 6alla! BACCK OrHCt1, 611CCK

c'rpacTeri, KoTopme pacxa>KnBaka B
143BeCTHO?" (p. 368).

MCCTO

anma3oB, HapswoB H Kpacomi, c6opHoe
nanymacKax; Komy 3T0 He-

Hpa3BHIABHIAX

49 Rostop'Cina adopts in her Ciny i clen'gi an intriguing structure in which the epistolary frame is counterpointed by confessional fragments and narrative-withinnarrative.
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It is difficult, nevertheless, not to agree with the assertion that
"where the lover heroes of society tales written by men are seen as
polarized between feelings and convention, like their female counterparts, the heroes of society tales written by women are more often directly associated with social artificiality"." An important part of this
sense of artificiality and deceit seems to be conveyed by representations of St Petersburg; whether consciously or not, female appropriation of its myth appears strictly related to the registration of its devastating effects on the life of women with a heart and mind.
However immature Russian women prose of the thirties can seem,
if compared with the masterpieces contemporarily produced by Puvskin
or Lermontov, it witnesses the search for its own, originai path
towards expression of the literary self, only partially inhibited by narrowness of society tale and by the claustrophobic effects sometimes
generated by it.

5() See C. Kelly, The 'Feminine Pen' and the Imagination of National Tradition:
Russian Women's Writing, 1820-1880, in A History of Russian Women's Writing,
1820-1992, cit., p. 58.

